Bidirectional DC/DC Power Converter for Hybrid Yacht Propulsion System

Abstract

Typical application of bidirectional DC/DC power converter exists in hybrid cars. Recently, a similar approach has been applied in hybrid propelled ships as well. In this paper, a novel low power bidirectional DC/DC power converter of standard Buck/Boost topology has been designed in order to explore possibilities of the high power design in maritime applications. In order to discover critical points of a design, thermal imaging has been investigated. The results clearly indicate that the proposed solution is more cost effective than a typical standard bidirectional DC/DC power converter. Likewise, the improvement in maneuvering of the propelled vessel system with two and more electric drives has been investigated and compared to a classical diesel, single engine propulsion system.
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1. Introduction

After the extensive use for residential applications [1], [2], [3] and for applications in hybrid cars (e.g. Toyota Prius) [4]. DC/DC power converters have been used in different vehicles [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] airplanes, locomotives [13] and finally ships [14] of different sizes; from radio controlled models of ships to yachts and larger ships. In each case the addition of electrical propulsion improve the maneuverability of propelled system.

The purpose of this approach is to increase maneuverability [15] of the ship while in harbor by adding additional electric motors, rationalization of consumption and environmental issues. Bidirectional DC/DC power converters are power converters
which could control a power flow between different DC sources including fuel cells, batteries, supercapacitors and solar cells. The possibility of bidirectional power flow exists due to of batteries and supercapacitors. These components could be charged and discharged numerous times, especially supercapacitors which practically have an unlimited cycle life [17]. Additional power from this type of storage could be used for reinforcement of ship propulsion or to decrease consumption of ship generators during maneuvering. For example, instead two generators for supply of ship propulsion only one could be used. However during electrical transients produced by maneuvering or starting a movement or arbitrary acceleration, energy from supercapacitors or batteries via bidirectional power converters could be used. During the steady state, fuel cells or internal combustion engines (ICE) are most appropriate because of their high energy density. In this paper a new solution in the frame of Buck – Boost topology has been investigated. Low power model of a power converter has been built in order to investigate possibilities for a design of a power converter for larger applications in the range of few kilowatts up to 30 kW as a target for a yacht propelled system (e.g. small passenger boat [18]). In this paper, a classic topology was modified by the repositioning of power switches. This approach enables use of the more cost effective drivers for switching transistors which could be important on higher powers when the power converter cost effectiveness is more important than on low powers.

Generally, microgrids are under rapid change under the several trends [16]. DC sources like solar cells and fuel cells appears more frequently because of energy independency from the external world. Police departments, post offices and similar institutions tend to be independent from external AC networks by internal DC sources, usually with fuel cells, solar modules, internal combustion engine aggregates etc. On other hand, the ship is microgrid as well, with intensive power consumption [17], [19]. It could be expected that DC microgrids will get additional attention in future.

2. Bidirectional Buck – Boost power converter

Bidirectional Buck – Boost power converter (Figure 1) enables energy flow from a supercapacitor bank when the transistor $S_2$ is switching (gating signal $g_2$ is present). In that situation AC machine has been fed both from DC link (batteries and electrolytic capacitor) and from supercapacitors which could stand, only low voltages (typically 2.7 V). Without additional current ($i_L$) from supercapacitor bank batteries could not supply peak values of load current. Unfortunately, supercapacitors could supply load only for a few seconds or minutes, so after the transient (ship maneuvering) finishes, supercapacitors demand charging by the action of switch $S_1$ (gating signal $g_1$ is present).
This topology (Figure 1) has been used in many modern articles in order to connect different power sources and to get high energy, high power supply for different applications. In spite of the fact that some level of modification is possible [3], [5] the standard topology is still used most frequently [6], [7], [12]... Maybe the most appropriate example for that is commercial Toyota Prius from 2009 [4].

Figure 2 shows that DC link enables the connection of other DC/DC power converters to same microgrid (or DC buses).

The connection of multiple electric machines to a DC link does not require synchronization of power generators as in an AC electric network. Generally, ship propulsion systems demand larger power than that of hybrid cars. This problem could be solved by using numerous sources which could participate in total power. According to Figure 2, DC link represents a more flexible solution for linking different power sources especially fuel cells and solar cells. For example, the use of two or more generators which supply electric power requires synchronization; DC link use, does not require a procedure of this kind.
In opposition to many commercial solutions (including Toyota Prius), the proposed solution has both transistors at lower potential. However, their potential is changing during the operation but it has no influence on converter waveforms.

![Proposed solution with cost effective transistor drivers](image)

Fig. 3. Proposed solution with cost effective transistor drivers

It could be noted that the proposed solution operates in the same way as the Boost power converter. However, in simulated results, the oscillation of inductance current does not appear since in practical results oscillations represent an unavoidable part of waveforms (Fig. 4).

![Measured waveforms during the Boost action of bidirectional DC/DC power converter](image)

Figure. 4. Measured waveforms during the Boost action of bidirectional DC/DC power converter (10 V/div., 5 A/div., 20μs/div.)

Ringing in the inductance current waveform could be noticed during Boost operation (Fig. 4) as well during the Buck operation (Fig. 5) of the bidirectional DC/DC power converter. During the Buck operation, a transistor S₁ is switching (signal g₁ is present) and during the Boost operation, transistor S₂ is switching (signal g₂ is present).
Waveforms are obtained at low power with input voltage $V_L = 7V$, and output (higher voltage) $V_H = 15V$. In spite of the fact that power converter involves two different converters (Buck and Boost) which operate independently only one inductance ($L$) has been used for both converters. Figure 6. shows current $i_L$ but also the potential change on transistor S2 during the reconfiguring from Boost to Buck mode operation.

With the proposed topology, it is possible to turn on and turn off both transistors. However, the reference point has to be switched from the emitter of one transistor to the emitter of the other transistor. With the used level shifter (CD40109BE) a commercial solution cannot operate and more advanced transistor drivers has to be used (IR2113). Furthermore, that driver has other limitations and it is more appropriate for the same...
topology in inverter applications which means the proposed topology could be the only cost effective solution in many cases when the bidirectional DC/DC power converter has to be implemented. However, operation on lower powers (obtained results) does not mean this solution is acceptable for higher power especially because current oscillations appear both for Buck and Boost operation modes which could result in electromagnetic interference and switching problems at higher powers.

3. EMI and thermal considerations

It has been shown that current oscillation has been present in the proposed DC/DC converter. This is not a surprise, since coils (inductors) bring a parasitical capacitance in the converter causing the ringing in the converter. Figure 7a shows the testing prototype and the figure 7b shows its thermal image. It is obvious that power transistors have the highest temperature and represent the most sensitive part of the design.

![a) b) Figure 7. Power converter laboratory model application with spindle DC drive a) with its thermal image during Buck operation mode b) Other components like a coil (reactor) are not under such thermal stress. In order to mitigate this effect, transistors have to be equipped with heat sinks or even more sophisticated cooling systems (e.g. water cooling systems).

4. DC microgrids for improved maneuvering

In order to show compatibility between the application of the DC microgrid along with numerous DC/DC power converters [16] and the improvements of maneuvering demands in harbors [15], an additional investigation was taken. Additional electric power systems based on batteries and/or supercapacitors could be used in order to supply additional power during maneuvering in order to achieve precise positioning of a ship (Figure 8).
Similar results could be obtained using the flywheel instead of supercapacitors, however capacitors has larger specific power and could faster releases their energy. Generally, electric ship propulsion has advantages because of possibility of positioning of electric drives along the vessel. However, implementation of bidirectional power converters could involve additional power including maneuvering and in start/stop sessions and improve the dynamic performance of ships (Figure 9).

Supercapacitors do not bring additional energy into the system but they bring additional power compensating the propelled system inertia. Their current use is limited because they are still less cost effective than solutions which involve connection to AC ship supply (Fig. 9). However, supercapacitors in different forms represent the emerging technology which is expected to penetrate in different applications where the energy storage is needed or even in cases where additional power is needed during the limited time (e.g. car cranking or yacht maneuvering).
5. Conclusions

Bidirectional DC/DC converter is a crucial part of a ship microgrid and hybrid system because it enables adding of numerous DC power sources (e.g. fuel cells, solar cells…) to a ship propulsion system. In this way, diesel generator power could be combined with fuel cell power or with energy stored in supercapacitor banks in order to achieve power burst during maneuvering or to get high acceleration when needed. In this paper a new solution for transistor driver were applied in order to achieve cost effective solution of bidirectional power converter. Such approach enables same results in the sense of waveforms as classic solution but more cost effective. Besides, special attention was given to component positioning in electronic system (printed circuit board) in order to decrease electromagnetic interference (EMI) different positions for inductance were tested. Furthermore, a flexibility of DC bus is connected with an increased number of electric drives and with improved maneuverability as compatible targets. Further work will involve a case study with the bidirectional power converter of larger scale.
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